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until dawn is a horror adventure game developed by supermassive games, published by sony
computer entertainment and released in 2016 for playstation 4. the game is loosely based on the
plot of the eponymous real-life serial killer that was active in the northern united states and the

canadian province of manitoba between 1995 and 2003. while the game does not depict the events
surrounding the murders of the killer's victims, the identity of the killer was revealed on september
7, 2017. among the teens is michael, a seemingly laid-back boy who enjoys spending time with his
girlfriend, haley. soon, michael starts acting strangely, talking in an unknown language and later

going to the slaughterhouse. he finds a flash drive in his backpack with bizarre footage of a murder
scene and a young girl named hannah. he decides to help the young girl and her brother to get to

the truth behind the murders, which leads him to discover a sinister truth, which includes his
girlfriend’s involvement in the kidnapping and murder of hannah’s best friend. the game is a first-

person horror adventure game which players assume the role of michael, who becomes lost after a
camping trip on a remote farm. upon waking in the woods, he discovers that his friend haley has

been kidnapped. after failing to leave the woods, michael finds some flash drives containing footage
of his hallucinations and travels to the nearby residence of hannah, where she has been missing for
three months. among the files, he discovers that hannah is the friend of his girlfriend, haley. after a
brief confrontation with michael's girlfriend, haley, and her school friends, hannah is kidnapped and

taken to a nearby slaughterhouse. 5ec8ef588b
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